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DRAFT OF SPEECH - HONORABLE GERALD R. FORD
AT REPUBLICAN MAYORS CONFERENCE IN ST. LOUIS
May 31. 1965
There are two distinct purposes behind the trip that other House Republican
leaders and I have made to be with you here in St. Louis.
One reason is our need and desire for an exchange of views with you on
urban area problems.

Since we in the Congress are legislating for a nation

that is overwhelmingly urban, we need the first-hand information that you can
provide on the difficult problems which you have to deal with as Mayors of our
large cities.

We are turning to you for expert guidance so that we may do our

job better as Members of the Congress.
In his address to the Conference this morning, my colleague, Clark MacGregor,
offered some observations on handling urban area problems as seen from the vantage
point of the Congress.

He made some suggestions for improvements in the practices

of the national government in its efforts to assist you in meeting these problems.
I heartily concur in the observations and the suggestions that Mr. MacGregor has
made.
In your session this afternoon my colleagues listened with profit to what
is on your minds.

Out of this meeting has come the kind of information which

will enable us to play a more helpful role in dealing with urban problems in the
future.
The second reason for this gathering is, frankly, political.

This afternoon

and this evening we Republicans of the House of Representatives have been meeting
with Republican Mayors.

At such meetings the strengthening of the Republican Party -

that is to say, making the Republican Party a more effective agency for the service
of the general welfare - is a major objective.
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The results of the 1964 election have left the future of the two Parties in
the United States in

grave~ I

believe that one Party monopoly is bad-

not only for the ltinority $arty, but bad for all citizens.

Effective competition

'

by two strong Jarties in politics, like competition in business, means more
efficient~

government, greater heed to the needs and desires of the citizens,

and progress in overcoming problems.

Two party competition at the national

level can exist only if two strong ,arties exist throughout the nation at the
local level.

You and I have a common interest that transcends our interest

in getting re-elected in working to reinvigorate the Republican Party and to
expand its ranks.
The area of

chron~~ss

has been our cities.

In 1960 the Republican

candidate for the Presidency was defeated in the nation because he was overwhelmed
in a few big cities.
almost everywhere

In 1964 the Republican Presidential ticket was overwhelmed
but again its greatest weakness was in the big cities.

The pattern of the decline of the Republican Party shown in the election
returns of our major cities in the last three Presidential elections is distressing.
But if this Republican Party is ever to make a come-back it must face the bitter
fact of its desperate situation in the cities and it must act to change things.
Let me cite three figures for you which illustrate my point.

In 36 cities

{the largest cities in the 1950 census), President Eisenhower got 7 million votes
in 1956.

Mr. Nixon got

votes in 1964.

5~

million in 1960 and Barry Goldwater got 4,200,000

In these cities collectively, Eisenhower received 51% of the

vote in 1956; Goldwater got 31% in the most recent Presidential election.
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Yet there is another side of the picture which is somewhat more encouraging.
In 1964 Republican candidates for the Senate and the House of Representatives
and for State and local offices
ticket.

generally ran well ahead of the Presidential

This was true particularly in the cities.

In the House of Representatives

Republicans were elected from Districts located wholly or in part in such cities

*' Clevelahd,
• Cincinnati, Omaha, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
as New York, Chicago,
-p:Jt,~lt.) ~.t..,
San Diego, Phoenix, Birmingham,\and otners .
Your presence here is further evidence that the cities of the nation are
not inhospitable territory for all Republicans.

The fact that you have been

elected as the chief executive of your city gives you an important part to play
in the process of rebuilding our Party.

Anyone who knows how to win in a city

deserves a place of special honor in

&::; • ranks'{~~-

Rtp

I need not tell this audience what:_needs to be done.

A plan of action,

which incidentally was never adequately implemented, was offered by Ray Bliss
in 1961, known popularly as the "Big City Report."

I think it is time to take

this Report off the shelves, dust it off, and begin following its advice.

And

I shall urge Mr. Bliss, now that he is in a better position to translate his
advice into action, to begin to do so.

Any effort of this kind will need the

full support of Republican Mayors if it is to be successful.
Representative government in the United States is undergoing a change of
great significance because of the Supreme Court's enunciation of the one man,
one

vot~~~e

Representatives.
other~td 5

change is one which I welcome for the national House of

A principle is involved here so important as to override all

consideration~ .

The national House of Representatives should be

composed of members representing districts relatively equal in population.

- 4 State legislative bodies in all parts of the nation have too long engaged
in the practice of drawing Congressional district boundaries as though the

~o:trn

holder~or

fortunes of a political Party
individual office
would-be
.~;w.,~
office holder~ ·•• pewe• ~consideration. The process of determining such
boundaries must be done henceforth with the recognition that the interests of
citizens must be overriding.
right to vote.

The gerrymander is an infringement on the citizens'

Unfair Congressional districting deprives some citizens of their

right to choose their representatives just as effectively as do the poll tax,
unreasonable literacy and residence requirements, ballot stealing, or any of
the other devices that en

11~/L

N! Ia 'J.,~'-·e

It seems to me almost necessary that.th
be

1'~~~~

~-from

State legislative bodies

justice is to be achieved.

f the most basic civil right,.

1 1 11

1

1

t sad I;

process of Congressional districting

?sg~

1 to impartial tribunals if

Redistricting by State legislatures almost inevitably

involves the placing of Party advantage or individual advantage before the
interest of the citizens in equitable representation.
As I have said, I believe that this is a matter on which principle must
govern.

I do not believe, however, that Republicans have anything to fear from

the changes which the application of the one man.-one vote principle will bring
in the House of Representatives.

Republicans have been getting the short end

of the stick under Congressional districting arrangements in the recent past.
How badly the Republican Party has fared is apparent when ¥gu ualillw r:i1e
share of the vote which Republican candidates have

"'~"~the

receive~Mith

share of

the House seats which Republicans have won.
To take the two most recent examples, in 1962 Republican candidates for
\ the House of Representatives received 48 per cent of the vote cast for the House

)

.. .
- 5 but won only 40 percent of the seats.

In 1964 Republican House candidates

received 43 percent of the vote, but the Republicans occupy

only

J~
~

percent

of the seats of the House of Representatives.
The reason for this disparity is very clear.

distric~ ftm't bs{atest~hed

~

7 · ' ' g Congressional

principally by State legislative bodies under
~

Democratic control and they ass
for the

Democra~arty.

hi

I

so drawn as to provide maximum benefit

I
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There are several r~asons behind the trip that other House Republican
leaders and! have made to be ~~1 th you here in

fj,

"'Ouis.

Jne reason is our need and desire for an exchange o.P views
\

H~ tl~

you

on urban are , )roblems . Since we in the Conbress are legislating for a
that is overwhelmingly urban,. we need

first-han~~nformation

N~ion

that you can

provide on the difficult problems which you have to deal with as mayors of
our lflr <er cities . ·-1e are turning to you for expert guidance so that we may
do our job better as Congressmen.
l·~r

colleggae Clark •TacGregor this morning in an address to the Conference

offered some observations on handling urban area problems as seen from the
~

vantage point of

~ongress .

rie made some suggestions for improvements in the

practices of national governMent in its efforts to
these

pro!:>~ems .

I martily concur in th

•

as~t

you in meeting

observations an:i the surrestions that

Clark has made .
In your session this a:ternoon

~

colleagues listenen with profit

jo what is on your minds . uut of this meeting came the kind of information

which will 1nable us t0 play a more helpful role in dealin:· with urban problems
f

/....,

in the future .
-more-

....

.
..~or ' s conference

St. Louis

Another reason for this gathering is--frankly--political. This
afternoon and this evening we Republicans of the House have been meeting
with Republican

m~ors .

The major objective of these get-togethers is

to strengthen the Republican Party as a more effective agency for the
service of the

gener~l

welfare .

The area of chronic Republican weakness has been our cities.

The

pattern of our Party ' s decline in the past three Presidential elections
is distressing.

::r;i;;& lifi"" werM'z X In ~ing a comeaack, the
3

Republican Party must reverse the situation in the cities by earning the
respect of the electorate.
Your presence here is evidence that the cities are not inhospitable
territor)' for all Republicanr -have won

elecf~~;,t

add,

that aeyone who knows how to win deserves a place of special honor
in the ranks of the Republican Part,y.
Extendi~

II\Y remarks beyond the scene of this meeting to 'T ashington1

I remind you of the speeqy growth of federal power that is building
king-sized government.
checked

Centr~lism will be ~ when national leaders refuse to encourage

-'7

-more-

~

.
l-lsyor 1 s conference

St. "'"'ouis
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the "easy way" of federal assistance, and state and local leaders rssum the
responsibility and privilege of local action arrl control. The answer is not
a call to eas.y living, but rather an opportunit,y for strength through struggle .
You--with all local officials throug,out the country--have the answer .
fuen in concert, local leaders proclaim loudly and clearlY "we will do the job"
the first step toward checking federal centralism will be taken.
Those who disagree with this theory, wh

-

~

insist on either running

to •Jashington for federal financial aid or who push for legislation that
of
allocates handouts to cities and states, must be aware ~he end z

:JlWiiJm

result• ••••• federal money means federal control.
L:lacters of local governments who earnestly want to maintain responsible
direction of guidance of their cities should keep in mind the danger of losing
thos 1M

-----

rezttmr'xk~7

~sponsibilities .

For you see it is quite obvious that

the more extensive the federal aid the more likely and the more serious
the federal dictation.
Another reason for speaking with you this evening is to discuss two
major goals which must be achieved if the American Democracy is to continue
to exist and to be strengthened throughout subsequent generations .
- more-

Two major goals must be achieved if the American Democracy is to continue to
exist and to be strengthened throughout subsequent generations.
First, we must maintain a bala.nce in the legislative, executive, and judicial
branches of government as established by our Constitutiono
The parallel task is to preserve the b•o-party system...--the genius of our
Democracy.
Enlarging upon the first goal, that of keeping the three branches of government
in balance, I believe that if

aQY one of them becomes too strong or too weak, the

foundations of our government will crack and our freedom uill be threa.tened.
There are disturbing signs of slow erosion in the power of the Legislative
branch, a build-up of awesome strength in the executive arm, and a change from the
intended direction in the Federal Judiciaryo
Congress, the legislative
react in an

~e

of

speed~

branch~

has been criticized as being too slow to

Critics have described the House and Senate as being too

cumbersome and too old-fashioned.
Those critics perhaps are unaware that in Congress a system of checks and
balances is provided by the Constitution.
When speed is essential, Congress has proved maQY times that it can react with
dispatch to meet a crisis in war or in peacetime, in days of economic depression or
in times of glo'I'Ting prosperity •
It has been said that Congress frequentlY makes haste slowiy. However, the act
of deliberate slowness is a safeguard against racing to the brink of decision. It
prevents a dangerous plunge. Congress should reach its major decisions only after
adequate research, thought, and exhaustive discussion.
vlhen the

b~:~lance

of power in Congress is steeply tilted by an overwhelming

majority in one political party, the system of checks and balances is endangsred111
This becomes even more serious when the executive branch is dominated by the same
party.
Although the President is the chief executive and head of state for all of us,
he does represent especially the views of the people who voted for him. Members of
Congress, and particularly those in the House of Representatives, are closer to the
Nationts citizens because they are chosen by smaller segments of the Nation"'
Members of the House are elected every two years, a fact which in itself places
Representatives closer to the people. Every two years a Representative must go to his
constituents for a mandate to continue in office. His record is placed on the line
and he must be endorsed by a majority of the voters in his districta
-more•

As in the Senate, the House is represented by nearly every major profession,
national origin, and religiono Congress is a cross-section of the American

people~

This is your strengtho It should not be lessened by an over-balance of power in the
executive and judicial branches of government.
The responsibilities of Congress are clearly defined in the Constitution, and
include the making of all laws which a.re necessary and proper for carrying out the
duties and powers of government.
Under the Constitution, every statute requiring concurrence of Congress must
be presented to the President before taking effect. If the chief executive rejects a
proposed act, he can be over-ruled by a two-third majority vote of the Senate &"'ld
the House.,.
It is quickly obvious that a crushing ove:::-balance of political power in both
houses of Congress and in the executive branch weakens the sefeguards of the
Constitution"
Reflecting on the duties and obligations of the third branch of government, it
can be said that the Federal

Judici~~ts

function is to interpret the Constitution

and the laws->
There is evidence that the Judicial Branch is arbitrarily elbowing its

w~

to

new positions of authority, disregarding the wise suggestions of judicial restraint
made by the late Justice Frankfurter and others.
When the Supreme Court ordered states to reapportion on the "one-man, one vote 11
concept, Justice Frankfurter in a dissenting opinion was critical of an assumption
by the Court of 11 destructively novel judicial power.tt

"In this

situation~

as in others of like nature, appeal for relief does not

belong hera," Justice Fran.ldurter said. UA.ppeal must be made to an

informed.~~

civically militant electorate. In a democratic society like ours, relief must. come
through an aroused public conscience that sears the conscience of the people ts
representatives."
Justice Frankfurter emphasized that the Supreme "Court 1 s au.thority--possessed
neither of the purse nor the

s~mrd--ultimately

rests on sustained public confidence

in its moral sanctiono"
I have stressed the need to preserve the

two~party

system as among the major

areas of concern in maintaining our structure of government.
Hithout any indulgence in partisanship, I am sure we can agree that a strong
two-party system is bedrock assurance that our Democracy will survive 1 prosper,grow,
and help others in the world to accept their role
-more-

in the society of free nationso

A crushing over-balance of strength in either party for too long a
time makes a mockery of our traditions in government, weakens and softens
the voice of the people, and places control in the hands of a comparatively
small majority.
These it seems to me are currently the major goals in the area of
govermnent: a sensitive balance in the legislative , executive and
judicial branches, and a strong two-party system.
I urge that you help accomplish these goals not onlY in the national

interest but for

t~ch city,

town, village and community

in America.
If we fail, we fail the citizens of the United States.

Wirming means contributing in great measure to the strength•
the welfare, the he a1 th, the growth, the prosperity, the well-being of
every citizen in the rtepublic and in the society of free world nations .
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There are

t~10

distinct purposes behind the trip that other House

Republic..a~

leaders and I have made to be t'lith you here in St. Louis.
One reason is our
urban area problems.

nee~

and desire for an exchange of views with you on

Since 't-7e in the Congress are legislating for a nation .that.

is oven1helmingly urban, we need the first-hand information that you can provf:de

on the difficult problems which you have to deal with as Mayors of our large
cities.

We are turning to you for expert guidance so that tte may do our job

better as Members of the Congress.
In his address to the Conference this morning, my colleague, Clark MacGregor,
offered some observations on handling urban area problems as seen from the vantage
point of the Congress.

He made some suggestions for improvements in the practices

of the national government in its efforts to assist you in m.eting these problems.
I heartily concur in the observations and the suggestions that Mr. MacGregor has
made.
In your session this afternoon my colleagues listened with profit to your
expressions of what is on your minds.

Out of this meeting has come the kind of

information which will enable us to play a more helpful role in dealing with
urban problems in the future.
The second reason for this gathering is frankly political.
and this evening we Republicans of the House of Representatives
with Republican Mayors.

This afternoon
pav~

been meeting

At such meetings the strengthening of the Republican

r

Party - that is to say, making the Republican Party a more effective agency for
the service of the general »elfare - is a major objective.

.

The results of the 1964 election have left the future of the two Parti1' in
the United States in grave doubt.

I believe that one-party monopoly is bad - not

only for the minority party, but bad for all citizens.
~o

Effective competition by

strong parties in po1ittcs, like competition in business, means more

efficiency. greater heed to the needs and desires of the citizens, and progress
in

cve~coming

problems.

~~o-party

competition at the national level can exist

only if two strong parties exist throughout the nation at the local level.
and I have a common interest that transcends our interest
in

wo~king

i~

You

getting re-elected

to reinvigorate the Republican Party and to expand its ranks.

I know that some in this audience come from communities with a strong
tradition of

non-~-rtt.aanahi:p

in

lo~al

aftah:a.

V'dhexe this tradition does not bar

- 2 extra-curricular partisan activity, I hope you will join in activities looking
toward

R~publican

victories in state and national contests.

The area of chronic

Republi~an ~~eakness

Republican candidate for the Presidency

~qas

has been our cities.

In 1960 the

-

defeated in the nation because he uas

In 1964 the Republican Presidential ticket w·as

overuhelmed in a few big cities.

oven1helmed almost everyuhere -- but again its greatest l·Teakness l·Tas in the big
citiey
,

l~~\rne

jv'~~eturns

pattern of the decline of the Republican Party

sh~~

in the election

of our major cities in the last three Presidential elections is distressing.

But if this Republican Party is ever to make a come-back it must face the bitter
fact of its desperate situation in the cities and it must act to change things.
Let me cite three figures for you

t~hich

illustrate my point.

(the largest cities in the 1950 census), President

Eisenh~~er

In 36 cities

got 7 million votes

in 1956.

Mr. Nixon got 5% million in 1960 and Barry Goldtorater got 4,200, )

in 1964.

In these cities

in 1956;

colle~tively,

Golm~ater g~~ercent

Eisenhower

receive~~rcent

votes

of the vote

in the most recent Presidential election.

Yet there is another side of the picture which is somewhat more encouraging.
In 1964 Republican candidates for the Senote and the House of Representatives and
for State and local offices, generally ran well ahead of the Presidential ticket.
:his was true particularly in the cities.

In the House of Representatives

Republicans were elected from Districts located wholly or partly in such cities
as New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Omaha, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
San Diego, Phoenix, Birmingnam.

Ptr~strurgh,

Seattle, and others.

Your presence here is further evidence that the cities of the nation are not
inhospitable territory for all Republicans.

The fact that you have been elected

as the chief executive of your city gives you an important part to play in the
process of rebuilding our Party.

Anyone

~-Tho

knows

h~'l7

to l-Tin in a city deserves

a place of special honor in the ranks of Republican leaders.
I need no!: tell this audience uhat needs to be done.
offered by Ray Bliss in

1~61, kr.~~

popularly as the ·

~

A plan of action, '·ras
City Report. '

it is time to take this Report off the shelves, dust it off, and begin
its advice.

And I shall urge Mr. Bliss,

n~,r

I

thiru~

foll~1ing

that he is in a better position to

translate his advice into action, to begin to do oo.

Any effort of this kind

uill need the full support of Republican ¥.ayors if it is to be successful.
Representative gOVernment in the United States is undergoing a change vf
great significance because of the Supreme Court's enunciation of the one
one vote principle.

ma~

-

The national House of Representatives should be composed of

members representing districts relatively equal in population.

That is 't'7hat the

-3-

Constitution intended from the beginning.
In all parts of the nation it has too lcQ& beell. the pJ;actice to draH
Congressional district boundaries as though the fortunes of a political party
or of an individual office holder - or would-be office holder - Here the dominant
consideration.
It seems to me that a case can be made for transferring the process of
Congressional districting from State legislative bodies to
equity is to be achieved.

~partial

tribunals if

Too often the problem of equitable Congressional

districting gets involved in the complexities of State legislative reapportionment.
Furthenncre, redistricting by State legislatures toe often involves the placing
of party advantage or individual advantage before the interest of the citizens in
equitable representation.

The net result -- delay and a lack of logic and equity.

I do not believe that Republicans have anything to fear from the changes
~rhich

the establishment of districts of equal population will bring in the House

of Representatives.

Republicans have been getting the short end of the stick
Hm~

under Congressional districting arrangements in the recent past.

badl y the

Republican Party has fared is apparent when one compares the share of the vote
l7hich Republican candidates have received

~·71th

the share of the House seats t'lhich

Republicans have non.
To take the two most recent examples -- in 1962 Republican candidates for
the House of Representatives

received~ercent

but uon on10ercent of the seats.

receive~ercent

of the vote cast for the House

In 1964 Republican House candidates

of the vote, but the Republicans occupy

~nl~ercent

of

the seats of the House of Representatives.
If the percentage of Republican-held seats in the last Congress had matched
the Republ ican percentage of the vote, there would have

been~epublicans

the House of Representatives - 30 more than uere actually elected.
in the present Congress there l7culd

~epublicans

in

On this basis,

in the House - 47 more

than are actually here.
One big reason for this disparity is very clear.

The Congressional dis tri cts

of 1952 and 1964 uere established principally by State legislative bodies under
D~ocratic

control and they l·Tere so drawn as to provide

Democratic Party.

max~um

benefit for the

- 4 The present Congress will pass legislation requiring that Congressional
districts in each state JIMs::::IBI..f!llll&-*b ....._contiguous and setting the outer limits
of permissible population disparity among Congressional districts.
legislation will not prohibit aerr1mandering.

This

It stops only the grossest forms

of the gerrymander.
The process of determining Congressional boundaries must be done henceforth
with the recognition that the interests of citizens must be oveTriding.
gerrymander is an infringement on the citizens' right to vote.

The

Unfair

Congressional districting deprives some citizens of their right to choose their
representatives just as effectively as does the poll tax, unreasonable literacy
and residence requirements, ballot stealing, or any of the other devices that
violate the most basic civil right.

)
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.
There are

t'~o

distinct purposes behind the trip that other House Republican

leaders and I have made to be 't'l'ith you here in St. Louis.
One reason is our
urban area problems.

nee~

and desire for an exchange of views with you on

Since we in the Congress are legislating for a nation that

is overwhelmingly urban, we need the first-hand information that you can provide
on the difficult problems which you have to deal with as Mayors of our large
cities.

We are turning to you for expert guidance so that we may do our job

better as Members of the Congress.
In his address to the Conference this morning, my colleague, Clark MacGregor,
offered some observations on handling urban area problems as seen from the vantage
point of the Congress.

He made some suggestions for improvements in the practices

of the national government in its efforts to assist you in meeting these problems.
I heartily concur in the observations and the suggestions that Mr. MacGregor has
made.
In your session this afternoon my colleagues listened with profit to your
expressions of what is on your minds.

Out of this meeting has come the kind of

information which will enable us to play a more helpful role in dealing with
urban problems in the future.
The second reason for this gathering is frankly political.

This afternoon

and this evening we Republicans of the House of Representatives have been meeting
with Republican Mayors.

At such meetings the strengthening of the Republican

Party - that is to say, making the Republican Party a more effective agency for
the service of the general nelfare - is a major objective.
The results of the 1964 election have left the future of the two Parties in
the United States in grave doubt.

I believe that one-party monopoly is bad - not

only for the minority party, but bad for all citizens.
·~o

Effective competition by

strong parties in po11tics, 11:ke- competition in ooeitteu, means more

efficiency, greater heed to the needs and desires of the citizens, and progress
in overcoming problems.

T'to1o-party competition at the national level can exist

only if two strong parties exist throughout the nation at the local level.

You

and I have a common interest that transcends our interest in getting re-elected
in working to reinvigorate the Republican Party and to expand its ranks.
I know that some in this audience come from communities with a strong
t1:aditiou 9f

n<m-~a-rtisanship

in local affai-rs.

Where thi.s tradition does ne>t bar

- 2 extra-curricular partisan activity, I hope you will join in activities looking
tcn1ard Republican victories in state and nati~nal cont~sts.
The area of chronic Republican t-1eakness has been our· c:f.ti,es.
Rep_ub~~can

In 1960 the

candidate for the Presidency t11as defeated in the nation because he <Ias

overuhelmed in a few big cities.
ovenrhelmed

~lmost

In 1964 the Republican Presidential ticket 't'1as

everyuhere -- but again its greatest \'Teakness was in the big
;;,

cities.
•

.

,, ..!"

· The pattern of the decline of the Republican Party shown in the election
.. !·· .•

returns of ou;-,major cities in the last three Presidential
•'

el~~tions is distresSing.

.·

But if this Republican Party is ever to make a come-back it must face the bitter
fact of its desperate situation in the cities and it must act to change things. · ·
Let me cite three figures for you 'tothich illustrate my point.

.

In 36 cities

(the largest cities in the 1950 census), President Eisenhower got 7 million votes
,.

in 1956..

Mr. Nixon got S]a million in 1960 and Barry Goldt1ater got 4,200,0'.10 votes

in 1964.

In these cities collectively, Eisenhower received 51 percent of the vote

in 1956; Goldt..rater got 31 percent in the most recent Presidential election •
. ..
Yet there is another side of the picture which is somewhat more encouraging.
In 1964 Republican candidates for the Senate and the House of Representatives and
for State and local

offic~~' gener~lly

.

ran well ahead of the Presidential ticltet.

.'

'!:his was true particularly in the cities.

In the House of Representatives

Republicans were elected from Districts located

~~olly

or partly in such cities

as Ne\'1 York, Chicago, .Cleveland, Cincinnati, Omaha, San Francisco, Los Angeles~
San Diego, Phoenix, Birmingham, Pittsburgh, Seattle, and others.
Your presence here is further evidence that the cities of the nation·are not
inhospitable territory for all Republicans.

The fact that you have been elected

as the chief executive of your city gives you an important part to play in the
process of rebuilding our Party.

Anyone t·rho knows hor.·7 to ldn in a city deserves

a place of special honor in the ranks of Republican leaders.
,•

I need not tell

tq~s

audience l-7hat needs to be done.

A plan of action, l·7as

offered by Ray Bliss in _1961, knm·m popularly as the : Big City Report."

I think

it is time to take this Report off the shelves, dust it off, and begin follouing
its advice.

And I shall urge Mr. Bliss, nO't-1 that he is in a better position to

translate his advice into action, to begin to do so.

Any effort of this kind

uill need the full support of Republican 1--layors if it is to be successful.
Representative government in the United States is undergoing a change uf
great.significance because of the Supreme Court's enunciation of the one man one vo_t,e princ_iple.

The national House of Representatives should be composed.
..

.

membera representing distriets relatively equal in population.

~f

?\

That is 'Hhat the(f

'~'>,
\'

.~

-3-

Constitution intended from the beginning.
In all parts of the nation it has too lcng been the practice to drau
Congressional district boundaries as though the fortunes of a political pcrty
or of an individual office holder - or t<Tould-be office holder - Here the dominant
consideration.
It seems to me that a case can be made for transferring the process of
Congressional districting from State legislative bodies to impartial tribunals if
equity is to be achieved.

Too often the problem c£ equitable Congressional

districting gets involved in the complexities of State legislative reapportionment.
Furthenncre, redistricting by State legislatures toe often involves the placing
of party advantage or individual advantage before the interest of the citizens in
equitable representation.

The net result -- delay and a lack of logic and equity.

I do not believe that Republicans have anything to fear from the changes
uhich the establishment of districts of equal population lvill bring in the House
of Representatives.

Republicans have been getting the short end 0f the stick

under Congressional districting arrangements in the recent paat.

Hot1 badly the

Republican Party has fared is apparent when one compares the share of the vote
uhich Republican candidates have received t:7ith the share of the House seats tvhich
Republicans have non.
To take the t-v10 most recent examples -- in 1962 Republican candidates for

the House of Representatives received 48 percent of the vote cast for the House
but l70n only l•O percent of the seats.

In 1964 Republican House candidates

received 43 percent of the vote, but the Republicans occupy vnly 32 percent of
the seats of the House of Representatives.
If the percentage of Republican-held seats in the last Congress had matched
the Republican percentage of the vote, there t11ould have been 2.J[l Republicans in
the House of Representatives - 30 more than lvere actually elected.

On this basis,

in the present Congress there uculd be 1137 Republicans in the House - 47 more
than are actually here.
One big reason for this disparity is very clear.

The Congressional districts

of 1952 and 1964 't·7ere established principally by State legislative bodies under
Democratic control and they '!1ere so drawn as to provide maximum benefit fer the
Democratic Party.

